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Curated by Alice Máselníková

Louise Sparre

Interpersonal Sphere is a special exhibition for both Louise Sparre and me. When we
started to plan it several months back, it felt like a daunting challenge. It is the first exhibition organised by Flat Octopus, and therefore one that sets to find our collective ways of
working and collaborating. The close contact that is demanded between the artist and
the curator is something quite unique. For several days prior to the exhibition, the artist is
invited to the curator’s apartment – which is later to become the exhibition venue – to
inhabit the space, and get a sense of its routines, motions and atmosphere. In such conditions, an intimate interpersonal communication between the two parties has a fundamental role in producing an exhibition that is conceivably strengthened by the closeness
of the relationship and the space surrounding it.

Biography

We cannot directly observe a relationship as such; what we can see is only its demonstration in a form of communication, from which we can deduct further conclusions. Similarly,
the way in which objects are conveyed to us depends on many variable factors; what kind
of objects they are, what they look like, by whom and for what purpose they have been
made, how they are connected or what meaning they contain. Louise Sparre’s artworks
have the benefit of simultaneously addressing the viewer, touching each other and
sharing an internal dialogue, each self-standing in its own way but all being part of a
kindred species.
We can follow a clearly set pattern throughout Sparre’s art practice, for whom the body is
always the focal point and the sole prerequisite for sensation and thinking. Bodies – and
not just the human ones – are a pretty strange thing, functioning in their own inner ways,
their cores mysterious for most of us. Every one of them has a function to fulfill, a reason
to be here and in this shape. The sole scale of different surfaces, textures and forms that
can be found on a body is fascinating. Sparre’s objects mimic this variety of form and
purpose. Smooth, membranous or hairy, shedding skin cells and regrowing, all of the art
pieces communicate their belonging to a strange breathing organism. The choice of the
materials reflects the shifting nature of the objects, equally fragile and violent, delicate
and crude, wanting to be seen and wanting to be left alone.
Interpersonal Sphere deliberately preserves the presence of someone using the exhibition
venue in their daily life. The exhibition does not try to eliminate the human presence that
has made an imprint on the interior, its moods and scents. Instead, the objects try to find
their own space amidst the remains of someone else’s cells, interconnect them and
communicate the new and existing relationships. They adapt to their surroundings, and
alter it at the same time.
Alice Máselníková, curator

(b. 1977, Brørup, Denmark)
Louise Sparre is an artist and co-founder of
the artist-run exhibition space KH7artspace
in Aarhus. She holds an MA from the Funen
Art Academy in Odense. Sparre’s artistic
practice centres around the sculptural in a
wide range of materials, mixing organic
components with their artificial counterparts. Her works are mostly site-specific and
often combine multiple sculptural elements
that are fitted within their surroundings and
merged into a unified whole. In recent years
she has been experimenting with performance art as integrated in or interacting with
her artworks.
Sparre has exhibited at Borås International
Sculpture Biennale, Sweden; Metro Arts,
Brisbane; Sculpture by the Sea, Sydney; Den
Frie Center of Contemporary Art, Copenhagen; Kunsthal Aarhus; Kunsten Aalborg;
Floating Art, Vejle, and she has a permanent
sculpture in Skovsnogen – Deep Forest
Artland.
www.louisesparre.com

Questions to Flat Octopus (FO)
Why did you choose the title Flat Octopus?
FO: We wanted to have a fun and slightly unorthodox name that would still reflect our
ideas behind the collective. The name Flat Octopus points to flat hierarchy and the main
concept of the collective, exhibitions in apartments (flats). The octopus in the logo is
very flat, flattened by the perils of existence. The octopus itself contains a playful twist,
as ‘octopus’ commonly refers to large scale business corporations, an opposite to the
nature of the collective. Plus we also like octopuses a lot.
Who do you invite to exhibit at FO and how does your concept of flat exhibitions
work?
FO: For each exhibition we invite an artist or curator to take over one of our member’s
apartments where he/she stays for an agreed period and produces an exhibition that
takes place over a long weekend and is accompanied by a public event, workshop or
discussion. The members rotate in proposing the invitees. We target mainly artists and
curators who for some reason have difficulties to exhibit their work or participate in art
projects: recently graduated artists/young artists still in education; foreign artists and
curators who relocated to a new country; elderly artists or artists working in other jobs.
What do you think is the best thing about living the life of an octopus?
FO: We think that there are many rather mind-blowing things about being an octopus,
although of course we have not had any first hand experience. One of the obvious
assets are clearly the tentacles which make multitasking a dream come true. Then the
feeling of water on your silky octopus skin as you make your way through the ocean.
And the ability to squeeze through small orifices. The downside is that octopuses die
after sex, so it makes one think if it is really worth it.
What are you looking forward to the most in the next few months of the collective’s programme?
FO: We are all looking forward to getting to know the invited artists and closely working
with them, as is the idea behind our exhibitions. It is really challenging to see our homes
being transformed in new and unexpected ways. Since we are seven members in the
collective who rotate in curating the shows, it will be interesting to compare our different approaches. Each of us brings in own ideas, networks and skills. Above all, it is just
exciting in itself to start a new and ambitious project, and we cannot wait to develop it.
You start your exhibition programme in Stockholm. Do you think of working in
other parts of Sweden or abroad?
FO: The idea is that with time we will expand our programme to other places in Sweden
and internationally, among other to collaborate with partners from other Nordic countries. It is exciting to invite artists to Stockholm’s context, but we are also curious about
artist-run initiatives abroad. Through such collaborative projects we hope to learn more
about different strategies of working with contemporary art as a new artist-run initiative and share our own experience. As octopuses like to explore new realms of the
oceans (we guess), we too like to discover new places and spaces for our collective
work.

Flat Octopus is an
international artistand curator-run
collective in
Stockholm, Sweden,
initiated in 2019.
Flat Octopus organises
exhibitions in different
apartments in Stockholm
as well as external
collaborations and
projects locally and
internationally.
Flat Octopus consists
of seven people of
different
professional and
cultural backgrounds.
Flat Octopus are:
Edit Fándly
Juanma González
Paulina Granat
Amr Hamid
Alice Máselníková
Franziska Sperling
Erik Wijkström

What kind of octopus would you be, if you were to be an octopus?
FO: We would be a big soft but sturdy octopus. We are seven people so each of us
would control one tentacle, plus the spare very long one would serve to deliver continuous supply of coffee or wine, the octopuses’ favourite beverages. Hopefully we would
be a vegetarian octopus, although some of the members might protest.
Do octopuses like art?
FO: Yes.

www.flatoctopus.com
flat.octopus@gmail.com

